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About this Committee
The Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), also known as the UN Refugee
Agency, is a United Nations agency mandated to protect and support refugees at the request of a
government or the UN itself and assists in their voluntary repatriation, local integration or resettlement to
a third country. Its headquarters are in Geneva, Switzerland and is a member of the United Nations
Development Group. The UNHCR has won two Nobel Peace Prizes, once in 1954 and again in 1981.
The original purpose of the agency was to address the post-World War II refugee situation in Europe. But
despite a mandate originally lasting only three years, UNHCR has no prospect of its work coming to an end.
Increasingly intractable conflicts are leading to the creation of seemingly permanent and global refugee
crises. Population growth, urbanisation, climate change, water scarcity, and food and energy insecurity
are combining in ways that displace people both inside and outside their countries. While many of these
issues are recognised in the UN Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), little attention is paid to the
relationship between conflict, displacement and development.
A global challenge
The latest figures available show that the number of refugees of concern to UNHCR stood at 10.4 million
refugees at the beginning of 2013. A further 4.8 million registered refugees are looked after in some 60
camps in the Middle East by United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near
East (UNRWA), which was set up in 1949 to care for displaced Palestinians. The refugees of concern to
UNHCR are spread around the world, with half in Asia and some 28 per cent in Africa. They live in widely
varying conditions, from well-established camps and collective centres to makeshift shelters or living in the
open. More than half of all refugees of concern to UNHCR live in urban areas. They all face three possible
solutions: repatriation; local integration or resettlement.
Key issues
Asylum seekers and refugees are entitled to all the rights and fundamental freedoms that are spelled out in
international human rights instruments. The protection of the refugee must be seen in the broader context
of the protection of human rights. Children need special protection, particularly if unaccompanied.
The refugee situation has become a classic example of the interdependence of the international
community. It fully demonstrates how the problems of one country can have immediate consequences for
other countries. It is also an example of interdependence between issues. There is a clear relationship
between the refugee problem and the issue of human rights. Violations of human rights are not only
among the major causes of mass exoduses but also rule out the option of voluntary repatriation for as long
as they persist. Violations of rights of minorities and ethnic conflicts are increasingly at the source of both
mass exoduses and internal displacements.
Disregard for the minimum rights of refugees and internally displaced persons is another dimension of the
relationship between the two issues. During the process of seeking asylum, a growing number of people
are faced with restrictive measures which deny them access to safe territories. In some instances asylum
seekers and refugees are detained or forcibly returned to areas where their lives, liberty and security are
threatened. Some are attacked by armed groups, or recruited into armed forces and forced to fight for one
side or the other in civil conflicts. Asylum-seekers and refugees are also victims of racist aggression.
Child refugees are incredibly vulnerable and have rights which should be respected prior to, during, and
after the process of seeking asylum.

Key issues facing child refugees are:









Violations of rights
Restrictive measures
Ill-treatment of asylum-seekers
Denial of rights of asylum-seekers
Violations of the rights to life, liberty and security
Refugees and xenophobic or racist aggression
Violations of human rights and voluntary return
Violations of human rights as origins of mass exodus

Read in detail about the issues here: http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/FactSheet20en.pdf
Refugee children
Half of the world’s forcibly displaced people are children and many spend their entire childhood far from
home. Whether they are refugees, internally displaced, asylum-seekers or stateless, children are at a
greater risk of abuse, neglect, violence, exploitation, trafficking or forced military recruitment. They may
also have witnessed or experienced violent acts and/or been separated from their families.







There were 16.7 million refugees worldwide at the end of 2013, 11.7 million under the mandate of
UNHCR, around 1.2 million more than at the end of 2012.
The other 5 million Palestinian refugees are registered with the United Nations Relief and Works
Agency (UNRWA).
During the year, conflict and persecution forced an average of 32,200 persons per day to leave their
homes and seek protection elsewhere, either within the borders of their countries or in other
countries.
Developing countries host over 86% of the world’s refugees, compared to 70% ten years ago.
In 2013, the country hosting the largest number of refugees remained Pakistan, with 1.6
million refugees. However, with 2.47 million refugees, Syria is now a close second. Afghanistan
retained the position as the biggest source country, a position it has held for 33 years.
On average, one out of every four refugees worldwide is Afghan, with 95% located in Pakistan or
Iran.

Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs)








About 33.3 million people were forcibly uprooted people and displaced within their own country
and are known as internally displaced people (IDPs).
Escalating conflict in the Syrian Arab Republic displaced an estimated 4.5 million persons in 2013,
bringing the total number of IDPs in the country to 6.5 million by year end.
With close to 5.4 million internally displaced persons registered by the Government by the end of
2013, Colombia too continued to face a large displacement situation.
Renewed fighting in the Democratic Republic of Congo displaced close to one million people,
bringing the total number of IDPs in the country to almost 3 million.
In the Central African Republic, fighting intensified in December 2013, displacing more than
844,000 persons.
The conflict in Mali, which erupted in 2012, and displaced more than 227,000, continued in 2013,
with an additional 111,000 persons uprooted.
In Somalia 1.4 million were internally displaced at the end of 2013, and in Iraq 1.3 million (although
2014 has seen wide-scale new displacement).

Asylum-Seekers


At least 1,067,500 people submitted applications for asylum in 2013. UNHCR offices registered and
processed 19 per cent of these claims, compared to 13% in 2012.



With an estimated 109,600 asylum claims, the Germany was, for the first time since 1999, the
largest recipient of new individual applications, followed by the USA (84,400), South
Africa (70,000), France (60,200), and Sweden (54,300).

Stateless People


Statelessness refers to the condition of an individual who is not considered a national by any state.
Although stateless people may sometimes also be refugees, the two categories are distinct and
both groups are of concern to UNHCR.



It’s almost impossible to determine the true number of stateless people. UNHCR estimates that
statelessness affected up to at least 10 million people by the end of 2013.



However, data captured by governments and communicated to UNHCR were limited to 3.5
million stateless individuals in 75 countries.

Where do refugees come from? Amazing interactive world map that covers 35 years of movement
http://c15119308.r8.cf2.rackcdn.com/infographic-global-refugee-populations-1975-2010/index.html

Excellent definitions (know your IDPs and Stateless Persons from your refugees)
http://www.refintl.org/get-involved/helpful-facts-%2526-figures

Child protection is about keeping kids safe from violence, exploitation and abuse.
It’s an issue in every country - including here in the UK. We have strict laws, specialist social services teams
and charities like the NSPCC and Barnardo’s that are all in place specifically to prevent and respond to child
protection violation. Serious and widespread child protection failures are thankfully fairly rare here. But in
conflict affected countries, child protection violations happen on a huge scale. Children are killed or
wounded by the fighting, some may be used as soldiers, many are forced to flee their homes or are
separated from their parents. Sexual violence against girls is used as a weapon of war in some conflicts too.
What/Who protects children?

http://www.warchild.org.uk/issues/child-protection

Governments and laws
Provide legal protection and social services to ensure that children’s rights are met and that violations will
be detected and punished.

Families
Provide a loving, nurturing environment.

Communities
Provide a sense of home and belonging. They help socialise children and teach them right from wrong.

Schools
Provide an education and the skills children will need to become self-reliant adults. They also provide an
environment where children can play and socialise with each other.

In conflict-affected countries…Governments and laws don’t protect children.








Governments normally guarantee the basic human rights and physical security of their citizens. But when
people become refugees this safety net disappears.
Refugees fleeing war or persecution are often in a very vulnerable situation. They have no protection from
their own state - indeed it is often their own government that is threatening to persecute them.
If other countries do not let them in, and do not protect and help them once they are in, then they may be
condemning them to an intolerable situation where their basic rights, security and, in some cases their lives,
are in danger.
The state barely functions in many conflict-affected countries and its social welfare and health systems have
been destroyed.
Some may endorse laws and conventions on children’s rights, but they don’t enforce them.
In many countries the government agencies like the army and the police are underpaid and under trained
and they are often the perpetrators of abuse against children, rather than their protectors.

In conflict-affected countries…Families are torn apart by war.



Most are living in extreme poverty and families can’t afford to look after their children properly.
In DR Congo extreme poverty has seen many families accuse their children of ‘witchcraft’ – which is
often a way of using them as a scapegoat for the family’s economic woes.

In conflict-affected countries…Whole communities may flee the fighting and become Internally
Displaced People (IDPs) in their own countries, or flee over the borders as refugees.



Poverty and conflict also causes sectarian and tribal violence in the hunt for dwindling resources.
Traditional roles within families and communities also come under stress

Child protection in emergencies
Child Protection is even more vital during emergencies where because of the chaotic and transient nature
of transit centres and refugee camps. The vast majority of refugees coming to Rwanda are women and
children and there are large numbers of unsupervised children in the camps.
This means that children are at a high risk of exploitation and abuse because of the lack of supervision or
organised activities. With no structure to their days and nothing to occupy them, children often spend their
time running behind the large trucks bringing new refugees and supplies. They are also at risk of being
neglected by parents who are anxious and distressed as a result of recent upheaval and trauma.
Delegates… how can we:







ensure the basic human rights of uprooted or stateless people in their countries of asylum or
habitual residence?
help child refugees find appropriate durable solutions to their plight, by repatriating voluntarily to
their homeland, integrating in countries of asylum or resettling in third countries?
promote or provide legal and physical protection?
minimize the threat of violence - including sexual assault - which many unaccompanied refugees
are subject to, even in countries of asylum?
provide at least a minimum of shelter, food, water and medical care in the immediate aftermath of
any refugee exodus?
take into account the specific needs of children and the disabled?

Camps are not a long-term solution and can be very dangerous (say the UN)
Camps for displaced people are among the
most dangerous places for children caught up in
war, a UN special investigator says. Radhika
Coomaraswamy, who has produced a report on
the camps for the UN human rights council, said
there was a lack of protection for children.
She said they were vulnerable to sexual
violence, and to forced recruitment by armed
groups.
Many thousands in Sudan, Chad and DR Congo
live in such camps.
“They are there because they are fleeing war,
they hope they will find safety - but for children, these camps are often not safe at all”, says Ms
Coomaraswamy.
"The first thing one notices is that they are dangerous, in the sense that you always meet children who
have been victims of sexual violence when they went to get firewood or went to the toilet etc - so they are
dangerous places," she says.
"Secondly, they are places of idleness. There are situations where children are recruited into armed forces
and therefore many have been recruited by one group or another." In fact, the camps are now the biggest
recruiting ground for militia groups looking for child soldiers.
A key cause for the lack of protection for children, Ms Coomaraswamy says, is that there are no uniform
standards for these camps. Some of the camps are run by the UN, some by other aid agencies, some are
controlled by national governments, some have schools and some do not.
A first step towards making things safer for displaced children would be, she says, a guarantee that all
children are offered at least some regular education - to keep them away from the militias, and to give
them some skills, for the time when they can restart their lives again.
The lack of social protection is not just a developing world issue…
Unaccompanied migrant children are some of the most vulnerable in Europe, subject to detention and
brutality, unable to access their rights to education, health care, or to seek asylum, and left without
adequate legal protections in domestic legal systems throughout the continent.
All too often the thousands of unaccompanied children arriving without parents or caregivers find
themselves trapped in their status as migrants, with European governments giving little consideration to
their vulnerabilities and needs as children. Many end up without the humane treatment Europe claims to
stand for. Instead they may face exploitation, prolonged detention, intimidation and abusive police
behavior, registration and treatment as adults after unreliable age exams, bureaucratic obstacles to
accessing education, and abuse when detained or housed in institutions

https://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/HRW_CRD_migrant_brcohure_low.pdf

Essential
reading
for MEDC
Delegates

Where else do all children experience violence?
In 2001, the UN General Assembly, acting on the recommendation of the Committee on the Rights of the
Child, requested the UN Secretary-General to undertake an in-depth study on violence against children.
The Study provided the first global report on the extent, causes, and effects of violence against children—
in the home, the school, institutions, the workplace, and the community.
The report found that millions of children across the world were victims of sexual, physical and/or,
emotional violence, many on a daily basis. Indeed, those in state care (such as camps) are even more at
risk than those in their homes. Societal acceptance of violence against children appeared to be the norm
and to be a key obstacle to its elimination. The report above links to the most recent review and its 12 key
recommendations.

http://www.childhelplineinternational.org/media/80438/five_years_on_a_global_update_on_violence_against_children.pdf

The UN convention that
protects the legal rights of
refugees

http://www.unhcr.org/4ec262df9.html

The Global Appeal is an
invaluable guide for general
readers to UNHCR's
worldwide operations.

http://www.unhcr.org/ga14/index.xml

"The refugee issue must be put to all
governments and peoples as a test of
their commitment to human rights".

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, Sadako Ogata,
Refugees and the MDGs
Violent conflict has the ability to throw off course the implementation of the MDGs, and most often it is
the least of less-developed countries bordering conflict-affected states, which shoulder the responsibility
for hosting refugees. In 2009, developing countries hosted 80 per cent of the world's refugee population.
But refugees should not just be seen as a burden. Given access to education and livelihoods, refugees
actively contribute to their host societies.
And for those refugees who choose to return to countries which have been torn apart by conflict, poverty
reduction and development are essential to achieving durable solutions and stability. In countries where
displaced and formerly displaced people make up a substantial part of the population, strategic targeting
of development aid can guide the transition from humanitarian relief to attaining the MDGs.
Although none of the eight MDGs deals specifically with refugees, most, if not all, have direct relevance to
their plight. Refugees, just like non-refugees, should benefit from poverty eradication, primary education,
gender equality and the empowerment of women, and improved maternal health. The prevention of
HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases, environmental sustainability and reduced child mortality should also
serve to meet the protection needs of refugees.
Combating HIV and AIDS remains a particular policy priority for UNHCR. Around 1.8 million people living
with HIV are affected by conflict, disaster or displacement.
Approximately 87 percent of refugees have access to HIV treatment and 75 per cent of pregnant refugee
women have access to prevention of mother-to-child HIV transmission programmes when available to
surrounding host populations. UNHCR's role has recently been reinforced through its appointment as colead for HIV issues in emergency response together with the World Food Programme. However, more can
be done to combat stigma and discrimination, and to ensure access to prevention and treatment services
for people who have been displaced, as well as our staff and their family members.
The promotion of gender equality is another of UNHCR's central objectives. Situations of conflict frequently
give rise to violence against women.
Militarism aggravates and perpetuates violence, promoting a culture of fear and division that allows
violence and aggression to flourish. The impact is disproportionately on women and girls, in particular
through their subjection to rape as a weapon of war and other forms of violence.
http://www.una.org.uk/content/putting-refugees-development-agenda

Where are the world’s IDPs and refugees?

Case study: Syria
More than 9 million Syrians have been displaced by the fighting — 6.5 million within Syria, and about 2.5
million as refugees in neighboring countries.












Refugee children are at risk of becoming ill, malnourished, abused, or exploited. Millions have been
forced to quit school.
Thousands of refugees are leaving Syria every day. In 2013, nearly 2 million sought safety in another
country. Their main destinations are Jordan, Turkey, Lebanon, and Iraq.
Refugees lack adequate shelter, clean water, food, and hygiene items. Most left their homes on
short notice after facing shootings, bombings, and artillery fire. Some have not even had a chance
to grab their identity papers.
In recent months, cold and rain have been hard on many families who lacked adequate clothing
More than 1 million refugees are in Lebanon. Many have taken up residence there in communities’
abandoned buildings, sheds, spare rooms, garages, and in tent settlements on vacant land.
Conditions are often crowded and unsanitary. Even so, families struggle to pay rent
Almost 600,000 refugees have settled in Jordan, mostly with host families or in rented
accommodations. About 106,000 live in Za’atari, a camp near the northern border with Syria.
Children are especially susceptible to malnutrition and diseases related to poor sanitation. Many
suffer from diarrheal diseases and dehydration.
Children are more vulnerable to sexual abuse and exploitation in overcrowded conditions. Without
adequate income to support their families and fearful of their daughters being molested, parents –
especially single mothers – may opt to arrange marriage for girls as young as 13.
Because of the breakdown of the Syrian health system and lack of adequate immunization, there
have been outbreaks of measles and even polio in Syria and among refugee children.
After three years of conflict, at least 3 million children have left education. For children in Syria, the
reasons are many: schools destroyed or occupied by warring groups or displaced families, teachers
absent or deceased, and insecurity.
For refugee families that don't live in camps, paying rent and other expenses can make it difficult
for parents to afford books, uniforms, and tuition fees for their children. In some cases children
must give up school and start work to help provide for their families.

http://www.worldvision.org/news-stories-videos/faqs-war-syria-children-and-refugee-crisis

How do we get vital supplies to the people that need them?

http://www.ohchr.org/en/newsevents/pages/rapeweaponwar.aspx
How can we protect women, men and children from rape?

A beautiful, animated infographic that tracks movements of people fleeing conflicts, climate disasters and
political instability.
http://www.therefugeeproject.org/

Take a(n interactive) tour of Zaatari camp and meet residents Mahmood, Abu Shadi and Omaran
here: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-23801200
Two million people have fled over Syria's borders to escape the bloody internal battle engulfing the
country, the latest UN figures show. One million of them are children. Many of those forced to leave their
homes have taken refuge in neighbouring countries, but 130,000 of them are now living in a three-squaremile piece of the desolate Jordanian desert - home to the sprawling Zaatari refugee camp.

Multimedia:
Syria: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T9BZNKqRyFc
Life as a refugee child: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LpwqK3B2ac8
Angelina Jolie visits Syrian refugees: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BMCpy_UeRYc
Many more from UNHCR: https://www.youtube.com/user/unhcr
http://www.unrefugees.org.au/what-we-do/millennium-development-goals
http://www.unhcr.se/se/media/artikel/a8ac6cb8e920774bb5907ed03daddd0a/united-nations-day-24october.html
http://post2015.org/2013/09/27/odi-september-podcast-educating-syrian-refugees-service-delivery-myworld-and-post-2015/







A lack of social protection?
A lack of basic human rights?
Vulnerability to sexual and physical assault?
Difficulties in their new countries and their new lives?
Rape, violence and torture within the camps?
How do we protect all IDPs and refugees?

Delegates… can we:







Can we study the impact of discrimination and pay particular attention to the situation of the
refugee girl child, all refugee children and other vulnerable groups, including those with
disabilities?
Strengthen national and local commitment and action?
Prohibit all violence against refugee children?
Address the gender dimension of violence against refugee children?
Enhance the capacity of all who work with and for children?
Create accessible and child-friendly reporting systems and services?

Questions for Research:
1. What action has your country taken to ensure access to human rights for refugee children?
2. Which human rights violations are of most concern in your country, region, the world?
3. How has your country implemented legislation that protects the human rights of refugee children
and challenges discrimination?
4. What action has your country taken to ensure human rights are upheld on a national and
international level?
5. What are your priorities? What new legislation or regional agreements are possible?
6. Who are your strongest allies in committee?
Country profiles: http://www.refworld.org/type,COUNTRYPROF,,,,,0.html
Country positions: http://www.refworld.org/publisher,UNHCR,COUNTRYPOS,,,0.html
UNHCR
http://www.unhcr.org/pages/49c3646c125.html (global)
http://www.unhcr.org.uk/ (UK)
Country analysis
Country briefings (US):
http://www.state.gov/j/drl/rls/hrrpt/humanrightsreport/index.htm#wrapper
Country briefings: (BBC):
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/country_profiles/default.stm?AX42843
Country briefings: (from an NGO)
http://www.humanium.org/en/middle-east-north-africa/
Gender equality profiles:
http://www.unicef.org/gender/gender_62215.html
Global human rights report from Human Rights Watch
http://www.hrw.org/sites/default/files/wr2014_web_0.pdf
UNICEF country profiles – very useful for human rights issues
http://www.unicef.org/infobycountry/northafrica.html
Each year, UNICEF’s flagship publication, The State of the World's Children, closely examines a key issue
affecting children
2013 The State of the World’s Children 2013: Children with Disabilities
2012 The State of the World’s Children 2012: Children in an Urban World
2011 The State of the World’s Children 2011: Adolescence – An Age of Opportunity
2010 The State of the World's Children 2010: Child Rights
2009 The State of the World's Children 2009: Maternal and Newborn Health
2008 The State of the World's Children 2008: Women and Children - Child Survival
2007 The State of the World's Children 2007: Women and Children - The double dividend of gender
equality
2006 The State of the World's Children 2006 - Excluded and Invisible
2005 The State of the World's Children 2005 - Childhood under threat
2004 The State of the World's Children 2004 - Girls, education and development
2003 The State of the World's Children 2003 - Child participation
News stories and reports (start here) http://www.theguardian.com/world/refugees
http://www.hrw.org/news/2013/05/29/kenya-police-abuse-nairobi-s-refugees

and

